Addicted: A Novel

Before there was E.L. Jamess 50 Shades of
Grey, there was Zanes Addicted. Once
described as the hottest paperback in the
country by the New York Times and now a
major motion picture distributed by
Lionsgate, this wildly popular novel by the
Queen of Erotica follows one womans life
as it spirals out of control when her three
extramarital affairs lead her down a dark
and
twisted
path.For
successful
African-American businesswoman Zoe
Reynard, finding the pleasure she wants,
the way she wants it, is not worth the risk
of losing everything she has: marriage to
the man she has loved since childhood, a
thriving company, and three wonderful
children. But Zoe feels helpless in the grip
of an overpowering addictionto sex.
Finding a compassionate woman therapist
to help her, Zoe finally summons the
courage to tell her torrid story, a tale of
guilt and desire as shocking as it is
compelling. From the sensitive artist with
whom she spends stolen hours on rumpled
sheets to the rough and violent man who
draws her toward destruction, Zoe is a
woman
desperately
searching
for
fulfillmentand something darker, deeper,
and perhaps deadly. As her life spins out of
control and her sexual escapades carry her
toward a dangerous choice, Zoe is racing
against time to uncover the source of her
fatal attractionas chilling secrets tumble
forth from the recesses of a womans mind,
and perilous temptations lead toward a
climax that can threaten her sanity, her
marriageand her life.

This page is a crowd translation project for Chai Jidans novel Are You Addicted? Volumes 1 and 2 from Chinese to
English. Everyone is welcome to add orOnce sexual addiction surpassed alcoholism as the compulsion of choice on the
afternoon talk shows, it was just a matter of time before someone hopped on itBuy Addicted: A Novel by Zane from
Amazons Fiction Books Store. Everyday low prices on a huge range of new releases and classic fiction. Addicted:
Chapter 106 . Are you addicted? Chinese Novel, Translation and tagged addicted, bai luo yin, gu hai, hailuoyin,
heroin.Type. Web Novel (CN) Some people are like a drug, once you get a taste of it, you are forever addicted. .. I read
Book 1 and Book 2 just under 50 hours.Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Addicted: A Novel at .
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Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users. Entangled. Translator: Sienna. Editor: Sae. Proofreader:
Nancy. 0 0 0 0 0. The door was kicked open with a loud thud before Gu Hai swung Addicted: Chapter 103 .. Are you
addicted? Chinese Novel, Translation and tagged addicted, bai luo yin, gu hai, hailuoyin, heroin.Before there was E.L.
Jamess 50 Shades of Grey, there was Zanes Addicted. this wildly popular novel by the Queen of Erotica follows one
womans life as it Addicted: Chapter 205 .. Are you Addicted? . much for translating all these novels, i just want to
know, does this novel have a good ending><.Addicted (Chinese: ??), also known as Heroin, is a 2016 web series based
on the boys love novel Are You Addicted? (?????) by Chai Jidan (???).Before there was E L Jamess 50 Shades of Grey
there was Zanes Addicted Once described as the hottest paperback in the country by the New York Times andFor
successful African-American businesswoman Zoe Reynard, finding the pleasure she wants, the way she wants it, is not
worth the risk of losing everything???????by Chai Ji Dan Addicted: Book Two - The Raging Flames of Passion
????????,????,????? Some people are like drugs, withThe New York Times bestseller. Adapted into a major motion
picture distributed through Lionsgate From the Queen of Erotica, Addicted tells the provocativeAddicted by Zane Before there was E.L. Jamess 50 Shades of Grey, there was Zanes Addicted. Once described as the hottest paperback in
the country by Addicted: Chapter 115 . Are you Addicted? Love, Chinese Novel, Translation and tagged addicted, bai
luo yin, gu hai, hailuoyin, heroin.??????? by Chai Ji Dan Addicted: Book One - The Inquietude of Youth
????????,????,????? Some people are like drugs, with just oneAddicted has 15915 ratings and 959 reviews. Carmen I
re-read the book over the last 2 days and watched the movie as soon as I finished the book. Yes, you
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